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Risks seen more clearly through an
ESG lens
Reputation risk
 Litigation risk
 Supply chain risk
 Corruption risk


Regulatory and political risk
 Climate risk
 Human capital management
risk


Components of risk affected differentially by ESG issues
• Systematic risk
• Estimation risk
• Tracking error
• Downside (tail) risk

Empirical evidence on downside (tail) risk
and a firm’s ESG profile


Many investors consider higher ESG/CSR profiles to provide
protection against downside risk



Empirical evidence suggests that the tail-risk measures are closely
related to ESG/CSR risk, as firms with better ESG/CSR
performance are less vulnerable to company specific negative
events.
Diemont, Moore, and Soppe, 2016; Krüger, 2015



Engagement by investors on ESG issues results in lower downside
risk.
Hoepner, Oikonomou, Sautner, Starks and Zhou 2021



High carbon emissions increase a firm’s tail risk.
Ilhan, Sautner, Vilkov 2020

Focus on climate risks
NOAA atmospheric carbon

Thousands of years before today

Issues with
Climate Risk

• Can adversely affect asset values, especially for long-term investors
• Is difficult to price and hedge
• Systematic nature
• Lack of disclosure by portfolio firms
• Difficulty in finding suitable hedging instruments
• Has become a first order topic for policy makers

G7 Finance Ministers & Central Bank
Governors Communiqué 5 June 2021
 We emphasise the need to green the global financial system

so that financial decisions take climate considerations into
account. This will help mobilise the trillions of dollars of
private sector finance needed, and reinforce government
policy to meet our net zero commitments. We support
moving towards mandatory climate-related financial
disclosures that provide consistent and decision-useful
information for market participants and that are based on the
Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)
framework, in line with domestic regulatory frameworks.
Investors need high quality, comparable and reliable
information on climate risks. [emphasis added]

Focus on downside risks:
Important for pension funds


Downside risk relevant for investors whose assets need to match
liabilities and face downside risk constraints.
 As wealth protection becomes important, pension funds have a

preference to avoid downside risk.
 Pension funds face large liabilities towards their beneficiaries and the
failure to meet those liabilities carries significant penalties


Downside risks relevant for institutional investors more broadly
 For banks and insurance companies, regulatory capital requirements

for equity positions are calculated based on downside risk measures.
 Mean-variance framework assumes that asset returns are jointly
normally distributed; an assumption that is likely violated (e.g.,
returns are typically skewed).

Investors’ approaches to incorporating climate
risk management into the investment process
From Global Survey of Large Institutional Investors: 439 Respondents
Analyzing carbon footprint of portfolio firms
Analyzing stranded asset risk
General portfolio diversification
ESG integration
Reducing carbon footprint of portfolio firms
Firm valuation models that incorporate…
Use of third-party ESG ratings
Shareholder proposals
Hedging against climate risk
Negative/exclusionary screening
Reducing stranded asset risk
Divestment
None
Other
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Investors’ approaches to engaging
firms on climate risk
Holding discussions with management regarding the
financial implications of climate risks
Proposing specific actions to management on climate-risk
issues
Voting against management on proposals over climate-risk
issues at the annual meeting
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Submitting shareholder proposals on climate-risk issues

29.8%

Questioning management on a conference call about
climate-risk issues

29.6%

Publicly criticizing management on climate-risk issues

20%

Voting against re-election of any board directors due to
climate-risk issues

19%

Legal action against management on climate-risk issues
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ESG engagement and downside risk
 Engagement by one large investor with over $200 billion in assets under







management. The investor primarily uses a private and non-public route
to engage portfolio firms.
1,712 engagements across 573 targeted firms worldwide, covering the
years 2005 through 2018
Across all 1712 engagements no significant average reductions in
downside risk are found
However, for those targets where target management, at the minimum,
acknowledged the existence of an ESG issue, ESG engagements
significantly reduce downside risk.
Engagement over environmental topics (primarily over climate change)
delivers the highest benefits in terms of downside-risk reduction.
Also sensitivity to a downside risk factor reduces after engagement.


Hoepner, Oikonomou, Sautner, Starks and Zhou 2021

Investors’ perceptions of stranded
asset risks
Percentage of respondents that believe that stranded asset risk is "very high"
in the industry
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Pricing of climate risk:
Evidence from option markets
Increased regulation needed to meet the Paris Agreement
 Regulatory climate risks likely most severe for firms with large
carbon emissions: “carbon risks“
 Political uncertainty about regulation affects asset prices
 Is the cost of option protection against the tail risk associated with
climate policy larger for more carbon-intense firms?


 Option markets provide forward looking information on various risks
 Formally: SlopeD reflects the steepness of the implied volatility slope
 Intuition: how expensive is it for investors to use options to get

insurance against downside tail events?
11

Carbon risks are very concentrated
100 firms account for 71% of global industrial
GHG emissions!

Distribution of carbon
intensity across firms
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Pricing of protection against downside
tail climate risk

Higher carbon intensity increases price of downside protection.

Change in pricing of tail risk protection
with change in regulatory uncertainty

When regulatory uncertainty is reduced, the price of
downside protection decreases.

Conclusions
 Pension funds should care about downside risks.
 ESG lens of downside risks

allows for a better understanding of the sources of the downside
risks
 and how they can be addressed through risk management or
engagement.


 Downside risks related to climate change should be a key

focus for pension funds.

